Parkeon Parking Solutions For
Colleges and Universities

Student
enrollment expected
to increase

13%

by 2020 1

As enrollment in US Colleges and Universities continues to rise,
it is becoming more difficult for schools to meet the parking demands of students, faculty, and visitors.
Selecting the right parking technology is critical to managing this demand.
Parkeon provides advanced parking systems to the largest and most well-known schools in the country. Our solutions help to make parking
and transportation departments more efficient and our products provide a better experience for the end user.

Multi-Space Parking Solutions
Parkeon multi-space parking meters provide the highest level of reliability and cash security in the industry combined with advanced features your customers will love. Key elements of the Parkeon multi-space
meters include:

Parkeon systems accepted
over 1.7 million transactions
on College and University
campuses in 2012

Can be placed anywhere
Because Parkeon meters can connect to a barrier, operate on solar or AC
power, and can communicate wirelessly or via ethernet, you have extreme
flexibility on placement.
o Gated or ungated parking areas
o Lots, garages, or on-street
Accept all forms of payment
It is important to offer your users as many ways to pay as possible to ensure
a high level of parking compliance. That is why our meters accept:
o Campus card payments such as Blackboard and CBORD
o Coins, tokens, bills
o Credit and debit cards
Campus Card

56% of College/University
transactions on Parkeon
parking meters were via
credit card in 2012
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Whoosh! Mobile Phone Payment System
Parkeon offers its own mobile phone payment solution
allowing users the ultimate convenience of payment for
parking on their smart phones, tablets, or computers. Even
better, users can receive a text alert when their parking is
about to expire and extend their time remotely from
anywhere.

so easy to park
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Integrated Back-Office System
Parkeon’s myParkfolio web based back-office system is a powerful, yet easy to use tool for parking and transportation department staff. myParkfolio
gives you 24/7 access to a wealth of financial and maintenance data as well as customizable reports to help you make quick decisions regarding
operations and parking policies.
myParkfolio gives you the power to make rate changes right from your desk without
having to visit the meters. This provides an effective way to manage special events on
campus that may require a switch to a higher rate or to a no-charge parking scenario.
Our back-office system does not just communicate with Parkeon products. We have
successfully integrated with 3rd party technologies such as:
- Parking Guidance Applications
- Vehicle Sensor Systems
- License Plate Recognition (LPR) Systems
- Handheld Enforcement Applications
- Mobile Phone Payment Solutions
- Electric Vehicle Charging Stations
- Single Space Parking Meters
With the Parkeon solution, you can build the system you want!

Parking Validation and Special Discounts
Most campuses around the country have a high diversity in its parking population.
Policies tend to differ depending on whether the customer is a student, faculty member,
or special visitor. That is why Parkeon offers a discount code solution, which allows you to
provide your customers with free or discounted parking via a special code you create in
our myParkfolio system. Features of this solution include:
- Discount by percentage, dollar amount, or time amount
- Codes can be configured for use on one meter, a group of meters, or campus wide
- You assign how many times (or the length of time) a code can be used
- Numeric or alphanumeric code options

Prepared For Your Future
The parking technology solution you select
should be adaptable to your long term plans.
The Parkeon system is open and ready to talk
to applications that you (or 3rd parties) create.
The applications you build can command
specific text or graphics to be displayed directly on the display screen of our multi-space
meters. Additionally, your application can
direct the printer in the meter to print bar
codes, QR codes, or special messages and
graphics.
This technology presents tremendous opportunity to maximize your investment and
provide additional services to your customers
via your multi-space meters such as:
- Campus maps
- Special event listings
- Security alerts
- Purchase of tickets to sporting events
or performances
- Real time campus bus information
- Coupons for local merchants

About Parkeon
40 Twosome Drive Moorestown, NJ 08057
856-234-8000 www.parkeon.com

Parkeon has over 40 years of experience in
the parking industry and has over 1,000
employees worldwide. Our systems help
manage over 3 million parking spaces in 50
countries around the globe.

